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Abstract 
Background: Microsurgical suturing requires high level of dexterity and 
practice. Suturing in a deep and narrow operative field poses additional diffi-
culties mainly due to the long microsurgical instruments and the difficulty of 
manipulating a curved needle. Objective: In this technical note, we describe a 
simple modification of a classical curved suture needle into a “ski”-shaped 
needle. Methods: A classical curved needle is stretched using a needle holder. 
Only the tip of the needle is left slightly bent, imitating a ski. Once the needle 
is bent into the ski shape, it can be grasped virtually in any position with the 
needle holder. Results: We have used the ski needle technique suturing in 
several patients in which the operative field was deep and limited such as du-
ra repair in spinal surgery in obese patients, facial nerve grafting in the in-
ternal acoustic meatus and posterior inferior cerebellar artery suturing be-
tween the caudal cranial nerves. Conclusion: This modification facilitates 
free positioning of the needle in the needle holder and as a consequence re-
sults in easy and faster microsuturing in a deep and narrow operative field. 
The ski needle technique was felt to be superior to the classical curved 
needle technique. 
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1. Introduction 

Microsurgical suturing requires high level of dexterity and practice. Suturing in a 
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deep and narrow operative field poses additional difficulties mainly due to the 
long microsurgical instruments and the difficulty of manipulating a curved 
needle. For optimal suturing with a traditional curved needle, the needle is held 
in a needle holder in a specific position that is perpendicular to the needle holder 
axis (Figure 1). 

Suturing with this “classical” position of the needle requires certain degree of 
space and angle for the instruments. For a superficial surgical field this is no is-
sue. In a deep narrow field such as in neurosurgery and/or Ear, Nose and Throat 
(ENT), there is a significant limitation of movements and angulations of the in-
struments due to the restricted operating field and long bayonet instruments 
(Figure 2). 

In such situations, a curved suture needle cannot be moved and twisted in un-
limited directions as one would wish. The more the needle holder is coming 
from a perpendicular direction into a narrow surgical field, the more it becomes 
demanding to suture. In general, only three grips are possible with the curved 
needle. The first and second one is a 90˚ position (forehand and backhand) and 
the third one is parallel with the needle holder but only at the end of the needle 
(Figures 3(A)-(C)). 
 

 
Figure 1. Curved needle correctly positioned in a needle holder. 

 

 
Figure 2. In a deep narrow field the position of the needle within the needle holder is de-
pending on the position of the needle holder itself. 
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Figure 3. Classical curved needle can be held only in more or less three positions in the 
needle holder, i.e. (A) 90˚ forehand; (B) 90˚ backhand; and (C) parallel with the needle 
holder, but only at the end of the needle. The last grip and position is very unpractical for 
suturing. 
 

The last grip and position although is very unpractical for suturing. This limi-
tation in free positioning of the needle strongly limits its insertion and exertion 
of the needle through the tissue. Another position of a curved needle besides the 
three mentioned grips in the needle holder is not easy as the curvature of the 
needle more or less determines its grip and position in the needle holder. As a 
consequence, holding the needle over or under 90˚ is not possible and the needle 
will flip back into a 90˚ position.  

In this technical note, we describe a simple modification of a classical curved 
suture needle into a “ski”-shaped needle. This modification facilitates free posi-
tioning of the needle in the needle holder and makes microsuturing in a deep 
and narrow operative field feasible and easier. 

2. Materials and Methods 

The modification of a standard curved microneedle into a “ski”-shaped needle is 
performed under the operating microscope using a middle-sized needle holder. 
The curved needle is stretched using the needle holder as depicted in Figure 4. 

Only the tip of the needle is left slightly bent, imitating a ski. Once the needle 
is bent into the ski shape, it can be grasped virtually in any position with the 
needle holder. 

The direction of the ski-needle in the needle holder can be almost 360˚ in the 
x plane and 360˚ in the z-plane depending on the rotation of the needle holder 
(Figure 5). The ski needle requires only pushing motion to advance it through 
tissue and no rotating movements. 
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Figure 4. The curved needle is stretched using a middle-sized needle holder. Only the tip 
of the needle is left slightly bent, imitating a ski. 
 

 
Figure 5. The direction of the “ski”-shaped needle in the needle holder can be almost 
360˚ in the x plane and 360˚ in the z-plane depending on the rotation of the needle hold-
er. The ski needle requires only pushing motion to advance it through tissue and no ro-
tating movements. 

3. Results 

We have used the ski needle technique suturing in several patients in which the 
operative field was deep and limited such as dura repair in spinal surgery in ob-
ese patients, facial nerve grafting in the internal acoustic meatus (Figure 6) and 
posterior inferior cerebellar artery suturing between the caudal cranial nerves. 
The ski needle technique was felt to be superior to the classical curved needle 
technique. 

4. Discussion 

Performing microsurgical suturing requires high level of dexterity and practice. 
In neurosurgery and ENT, microsuturing in deep and narrow operative field 
poses additional difficulties mainly due to 1) limited space confined by impor-
tant structures such as cranial nerves, blood vessels, and brain tissue, 2) the re-
quired long bayonet microsurgical instruments, 3) the physiological tremor of  
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Figure 6. (A) Schematic drawing of suturing a facial nerve graft in the internal acoustic 
meatus in a 25-year-old man after resection of a large vestibular schwannoma in which 
the facial nerve was not discernible. The facial nerve as reconstructed using a sural nerve 
graft; (B) The proximal part could be sutured with a classical curved needle correctly po-
sitioned in a needle holder due to the optimal position of the suture line; (C) The distal 
nerve end was sutured deep in the internal acoustic meatus. With a classical needle in a 
needle holder, the direction of the needle was unsuitable for suturing, regardless how the 
needle holder was placed or twisted. The distal suture line was performed with a ski 
needle using a push and pull technique.  
 
the surgeon that is amplified due to long shafts of the instruments, and 4) the 
difficulty of manipulating a curved needle.  

The latter is due to the limitation of movements and angulations of the in-
struments and the limited position of the curved needle in the needle holder. 
Consequently, a curve needle cannot be moved and twisted as one would wish in 
the depth. To pass a curved needle through tissue is only possible with rotating 
movement of the needle holder. If the direction of the needle towards the su-
tured tissue is not optimal, and that is hardly the case, such rotating movement 
has no sense and results in an undesirable or even impossible angle of entry into 
the tissue. In other words, a curve needle held in a classical needle holder limits 
the appropriate insertion of the needle into the tissue that needs to be sutured. 
Time and effort are lost by re-positioning and grasping the needle and thus ab-
normal and unnecessary movements are performed. 

Other than the classic curved needles are not common or available in micro-
surgery. Ski or so-called “take-off” needle exists mainly in laparoscopic or en-
doscopic surgery when passing the needle through an endoscope is mandatory 
[1]. This needle is only commercially available in macro format. A solution for 
microsurgery is to alter a commercially available curved needle into a ski-shaped 
needle [2]. This modification can be easy and fast performed by any micro-
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surgeon. 
The advantages of using a “ski”-shaped needle for microsurgery in deep oper-

ative field are several. First of all, ski needle in a deep field gives the surgeon 
more movement and insertion freedom. The ski needle can be pushed or pulled 
in almost any direction independent of the position in the needle holder and 
does not to be rolled or twisted, which is actually impossible when suturing in a 
deep narrow field with long bayonet instruments. This is not possible with the 
curved needle as shown in Figure 2. In addition, in some circumstances, the ski 
needle is easier to introduce into a narrow surgical field than a curved needle. 

Second advantage of a ski needle is that it is easy to grasp and that it will not 
rotate in the needle holder. Grip is always good regardless of its position in the 
needle holder. The ski needle results in more precise placement of the sutures. 

Finally, using a ski needle saves some time. Time is not lost by re-positioning 
and grasping the needle and abnormal movements such as with a curved needle. 
The average time of suturing with the ski needle seems shorter, although we did 
not quantify this. 

We have used the ski needle in several instances in which the operative feel 
was deep and space limited such as in repair in spinal surgery in obese patients. 
Most of such leaks in spinal surgery occur laterally of the nerve root which 
means at the deepest point and the space is confined by the medial edge of the 
pedicle and the dural sac medially. The bony edges of the vertebra prevent ade-
quate exposure and the ski needle is definitely of use. Other indications include 
microvascular suturing (e.g. bypass operation such as superficial temporal artery 
(STA)-P2 bypass or Posterior Inferior Cerebellar Artery (PICA) bypass) and 
nerve suturing in deep cisternal spaces such as facial nerve grafting in the inter-
nal acoustic meatus as illustrated in Figure 6. 

5. Conclusion 

In this technical note, we describe a simple modification of a classical curved 
suture needle into a “ski”-shaped needle. This modification facilitates free posi-
tioning of the needle in the needle holder and makes microsuturing in a deep 
and narrow operative field feasible and easier. 
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